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As another year comes to a close and I reflect back, a couple words 
come to mind. One is “thankful”. Thankful that we’re here to see 
this year end, thankful for our Field Reps who work so hard for us 
each and every day, thankful for an awesome Executive board that 
pulled together to move ACT forward again, thankful for Terry and 
Deanna’s love for ACT which allows them to stay dedicated to the 
organization. Most of all, I’m thankful for each and every member 
of this great organization because you believe our fight can make 
a difference in the lives of all our technicians which is why you are 
here.

The next word that comes to mind is “hope”.  I’m filled with such 
hope for the future of ACT. With all the obstacles that have been put 
before us, I see us growing and getting stronger. We are constantly 
listening to YOU our members and you will see evidence of that in 
your legislative packets this year. I have hope and I believe that our 
voices will be heard and we WILL make a difference. There is an old 
Caribbean saying “One, one full up basket”. This means one step at 
a time and eventually we will get what we want. That’s my hope for 
ACT.

As we look forward to another year, let us be kind to one another. 
Take a little time to reach out because we never know what one is 
going through and how much joy just a phone call can bring. For 
our deployed brothers and sisters, for our members and/or family 
members who are sick, keep them in your thoughts and prayers.

I want to wish all of you and your families a very Merry Christmas 
and a prosperous New Year. 

We Kept the Faith and prevailed through another year!

Felicia Neale
ACT National President

We Kept the We Kept the 
Faith…..Faith…..
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TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 7, 2023
 ALL DAY REGISTRATION

 ACT DELAGATES TRAVEL TO EMBASSY SUITES ALEXANDRIA OLD TOWN,VA, 22314     

WEDNESDAY FEBRUARY 8, 2023 

8:00 AM

Opening Remarks, Introductions, registration, and break into groups for training day.

Group 1 VIRGINA BALLROOM     TRAIN WITH REGIONAL REPS  
Group 2 TBD       TRAIN WITH REGIONAL REPS
Group 3 TBD       TRAIN WITH REGIONAL REPS  

12:00 ALL ATRIUM LUNCH BUFFETT

1:15 PM ATRIUM STAIRCASE REGIONS’ PHOTO SHOOT
 

1:30 PM  

Group 1 VIRGINA BALLROOM      TRAIN WITH REGIONAL REPS 
Group 2 TBD       TRAIN WITH REGIONAL REPS 
Group 3 TBD       TRAIN WITH REGIONAL REPS

THRUSDAY FEBRUARY 9, 2023 

8:00 AM

Opening Remarks, Introductions, registration, break into groups for training day.

Group 1 VIRGINA BALLROOM     TRAIN WITH REGIONAL REPS 
Group 2 TBD       TRAIN WITH REGIONAL REPS
Group 3 TBD       TRAIN WITH REGIONAL REPS

12:00 ALL ATRIUM LUNCH BUFFETT

1:30 PM  

Group 1 VIRGINA BALLROOM      TRAIN WITH REGIONAL REPS 
Group 2 TBD       TRAIN WITH REGIONAL REPS
Group 3 TBD       TRAIN WITH REGIONAL REPS  
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FRIDAY FEBRUARY 8, 2023 

8:00 AM

Opening Remarks, Introductions, registration, break into groups for training day.

Group 1 VIRGINA BALLROOM     TRAIN WITH REGIONAL REPS
Group 2 TBD       TRAIN WITH REGIONAL REPS
Group 3 TBD       TRAIN WITH REGIONAL REPS  

12:00 ALL ATRIUM LUNCH BUFFETT

1:15 PM ATRIUM STAIRCASE REGIONS’ PHOTO SHOOT
 

1:30 PM  

Group 1 VIRGINA BALLROOM      TRAIN WITH REGIONAL REPS 
Group 2 TBD       TRAIN WITH REGIONAL REPS
Group 3 TBD       TRAIN WITH REGIONAL REPS

 ACT BANQUET SOCIAL DINNER 

6:00 PM FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 10, 2023

2023 ACT BUSINESS MEETING

SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 11, 2023

8:00 AM – 12:00 - ALL VIRGINIA BALL ROOM  
12:01 - ALL ATRIUM LUNCH BUFFETT

1:00 5M – 5:00 -  ALL VIRGINIA BALL ROOM  

SUNDAY FEBRUARY 12, 2023 

ALL DAY
DELEGATES RUTURN HOME050507
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Dual status National Guard technicians employed 
under the Technicians Act, 32 U.S.C. §709, are 
required to maintain National Guard military 
membership as a condition of their technician 
civilian employment.  Like other Department of 
Defense (DoD) employees, technicians maintain 
equipment and perform other support functions 
to ensure military unit readiness.  Unlike other DoD 
employees, however, technicians automatically 
lose their civilian employment if for any reason 
they are separated from the military—even if the 
separation was not due to any fault of their own.

When Congress enacted the Technicians Act 
in 1968, Senate Report 1446, which explained 
the Act, expressly stated at page 12 that Guard 
technicians who properly do their jobs should 
be retained in the military and employed until 
they reach age 60, normal retirement age.  In 
recent years, however, the National Guard 
increasingly has used military Retention Boards 
to terminate technicians’ military membership 
long before they reach eligibility for retirement 
under the Federal Employee Retirement System 
(FERS).  These terminations are not for cause 
or unsatisfactory performance, but merely to 
make way for younger, less experienced military 
members.  The terminated technicians—most of 
whom are in their 40s and veterans of overseas 
deployments—find themselves in mid-career 
with a family to support, no income, no affordable 
health insurance, and an uncertain future.

This situation has made recruiting and retaining 
high quality technicians difficult for the National 
Guard.  Individuals who decide to become 
technicians initially have a strong incentive, after 
receiving their

taxpayer-paid technician training, to look soon 
for private sector employment or other federal 
jobs that do not require Guard membership, so 
that they can secure desirable positions enabling 
them to reach normal retirement well before they 
become vulnerable to sudden Retention Board 
military separation.  The best technicians, those 
able to secure desirable positions elsewhere, are 
leaving technician employment early—sooner 
than the Guards, themselves, would prefer. 

Our proposal would make Guard membership 
voluntary for technicians after 20 years of Guard 
military service, the point at which they qualify for 
military retirement benefits at age 60. At that point, 
individuals could choose to convert to National 
Guard employment under 10 U.S.C §10508(b).  
These converted technicians then could finish 
their civilian careers without the specter of 
loss of military membership jeopardizing their 
employment.

Our proposal—which would transform technician 
employment back to career service, as Congress 
originally intended—is desirable for several 
reasons.

First, it would facilitate recruitment and 
retention of high-quality personnel.  Retention 
of experienced, highly skilled civilian employees 
in non-dual status positions would enhance 
military readiness.  In the modern era—unlike, 
for example, during World War II—units activated 
for overseas military deployments do not take 
all their equipment and personnel with them.   
Deployed personnel normally use and maintain 
equipment that already is at the deployment 
site; and overseas military units often include 
technicians from different states.

Propose Amendment to 32 U.S.C. §709
to 

Make National Guard Technician Military 
Membership Voluntary After 20 Years

www.chooseACT.com
www.ACTnat.com

ACT National President Felicia Neale

Inside Story
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As a result, there always is a continuing need at home bases for employees who perform the same 
jobs as those who have been activated for overseas military duty.  Having available for home base 
work experienced former dual status technicians would ensure that this work is in capable hands 
and would make these experienced employees available to train younger technicians and Traditional 
Guard members.  This would be a win-win for employees and the Guard.

Second, these experienced employees would be available to deploy overseas as civilian employees if 
the Guard so desired.  Although they could not be compelled by law to perform overseas duty, they 
could be assigned to work overseas; and most of them likely would accept the assignments rather 
than resign from their employment.  Since 9/11, thousands of civilian DoD employees have separated 
from the military but continued to serve in war zones.  Availability of former dual status technicians 
to work overseas as equipment maintainers would be a force multiplier.

Third, our proposal would enable the Guard to maintain a younger military force without negatively 
affecting technician federal employment.  By allowing technicians to convert voluntarily to non-
technician Title 5 employees after 20 years of military service, the Guard would free up senior Guard 
military positions, thus improving promotion potential for Traditional Guard members and facilitating 
their retention.

Fourth, Adjutants General would maintain the authority to employ and administer the employees 
converted to Title 5—including authority to appoint, detail, assign, and discipline them and conduct 
force reduction actions—as these employees would be employed under 10 U.S.C. § 10508(b), which 
confers that authority.

Fifth, because our proposal would allow converted technicians to continue their Guard employment 
only until they reached minimum retirement age and entitlement to an unreduced FERS annuity, our 
proposal would ensure ample availability of positions for newly-converting technicians; and, even if 
converted employees were to become too numerous—an unlikely event—force reduction authority 
would be available, as noted above. 

The proposed amendment, stated below, would allow dual-status technicians voluntarily to convert 
to non-dual status Title 5 National Guard employment under 10 U.S.C. § 10508(b) once they qualify 
for retired pay for non-regular service under 10 U.S.C. Chapter 1223.  The converted technicians 
could be separated (but not prevented from seeking other federal employment) when they qualify 
for an unreduced FERS annuity under 5 U.S.C. §8412. 

We are requesting that you introduce or support this proposed legislation.

SEC. _. VOLUNTARY CONVERSION OF NATIONAL GUARD MILITARY TECHNICIANS TO TITLE 5 
AFTER 20 YEARS.

Section 709(b)(2) of title 32, United States Code, is amended to state—

“(2) Be a member of the National Guard—except that, upon attaining eligibility for retired pay for 
non-regular service under 10 U.S.C. Chapter 1223, a person employed under subsection (a) shall be 
entitled to conversion of the person’s position to a non-dual status position and to employment in 
that position under section 10508(b) of title 10, United States Code, until the person is eligible for an 
unreduced annuity under section 8412 of title 5, United States Code, absent earlier separation on 
grounds applicable to other section 10508(b) employees.” 

www.chooseACT.com
www.ACTnat.com
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LEGISLATION 
TO INCREASE 
MILITARY LEAVE

5 U.S.C. §6323(a) entitles federal 
employees to 15 days of paid leave, per 
fiscal year, for use while absent from 
work performing military duty. Currently 
this paid leave is for the military duty 
authorized under Title 32 and Title 10 
statutes.

Congress enacted the military leave 
statute decades ago. 15 days of military 
leave is normally used in for periods of 
National Guard training i.e., two weeks of 
annual training, 12 weekends per year and 
occasional extra duty. 15 days of military 
paid leave in the “past” was adequate to 
cover the federal employee’s absence for 
military duty.

However, after 9/11 and beginning of 
the Global War on Terror, operational 
tempo and training requirements for 
the National Guard has dramatically 
increased. The traditional Saturday and 
Sunday “drill weekend” has morphed into 
some months being a “Super Drill.” Super 
drills often start on Thursday and end on 
Sunday. The traditional two-week annual 
training in many cases has routinely been 
extended for periods totaling three weeks 
or four weeks. Additionally, over the past 
2 years the National Guard has been 
activated to assist in an increasing number 
of natural disasters, riots, and in support 
of the COVID pandemic. Unfortunately, 
Congress has not updated the military 
leave statute to reflect the new reality 
requiring increased absences from work 
for military duty.

The requirements for increased 
National Guard support, moreover, 
fall disproportionately on the federal 
employees (Technicians) who are 
employed by and must be members 
of the National Guards as a condition 
of employment. Why? Because Guard 
Commanders realize that the increased 
absences from work for Traditional 
Guard members may cause strain in the 
employee/employer relationship. or on 
the employer/Guard relationship. 

Inside Story
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The Guard wants to ensure that employer 
support continues. This strain may affect 
the willingness for Traditional Guard 
members to reenlist. Commanders, to 
mitigate that risk of losing traditional 
Guard members rely on Technicians 
to perform the extra military duty. 
Additionally, the Guard needs support of
civilian employers. To keep this support 
Commanders also rely on the Technician 
Workforce to perform the extra military 
duty.

The Technicians are proud of the role 
they play in support of their state and 
active duty missions but should not have 
to utilize vacation leave or be in be in a 
frequent non-pay status to support the 
new normal extended training periods 
and missions that must be supported.

To remedy this situation, we are asking 
you to introduce or support legislation 
that will increase military leave authorized 
under 5 U.S.C. §6323(a) from the current 
rate of 15 days per fiscal year to 30 days 
per fiscal year and eliminate the current 
limitation on carrying over from one fiscal
year to another. In addition, the 
amendment would allow military leave to 
be utilized for State Active Duty (SAD).

Please see proposed amendments to 5 
USC §6323(a)(1) below.

Bill Language for Amended 5 U.S.C. § 
6323(a)(1)

SEC. ___. AMENDMENTS TO SECTION 
6323(a)(1) OF TITLE 5, UNITED STATES
CODE.

Section 6323(a)(1) of title 5, United States 
Code, is amended—

(a) by inserting in the first sentence after 
“for” “state military service,”
(b) by striking “of 15” and inserting “of 30”; 
and
(c) by striking “until it totals 15 days at the 
beginning of a fiscal year”

Inside Story
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In an AFGE case currently pending before the 
Supreme Court, the Ohio National Guard argues that 
the Federal Labor Relations Authority (FLRA) has no 
statutory authority to order the Guard to comply with 
the collective bargaining law, 5 U.S.C. Chapter 71.  

The Ohio Guard, though, admits that its federal 
employees have Chapter 71 collective bargaining 
rights and that the Guard, in its role as their designated 
employer, acts as the representative and agent of 
the Department of Defense (DoD) for Chapter 71 
purposes.  The Guard’s sole argument is that Chapter 
71 empowers the FLRA to issue orders only to an 
“agency,” defined by Chapter 71 as an “Executive 
agency,” and that the Guard is not an Executive agency.  

In addition to the text of the collective bargaining law, 
the Ohio Guard relies on the Singleton case, in which 
the U.S. Court of Appeals for the Federal Circuit held 
that the Merit Systems Protection Board lacks statutory 
authority to issue orders to an Adjutant General or a 
National Guard, because neither is a federal employee 
or federal agency.  The Guard argues that Singleton 
is correct and that the Fifth Circuit decision in the 
Lipscomb case—which held that the FLRA has authority 
to order a National Guard to comply with Chapter 71 
because, in employing technicians, the Guard acts as 
a federal agency—is incorrect.

The Ohio Guard’s pursuit of Supreme Court review—
from a Sixth Circuit decision that rejected the Guard’s 
position and agreed with Lipscomb—had argued 
that FLRA authority over the Guard was not only 
unauthorized by statute but also unconstitutional 
under the Constitution’s Militia Clauses.  Significantly, 
the Supreme Court declined to consider the 
constitutional argument and agreed to decide only the 

scope of the FLRA’s statutory authority.

The Supreme Court’s refusal to 
consider the constitutional question 
has the following consequence: Game 
Over.

There is an enormous deficiency in 
Ohio’s argument.  Since the Singleton 
decision Congress has enacted 10 
U.S.C. § 10508(b), which expressly 
provides for employment of National 
Guard Title 5 employees, including Title 
32 technicians who were converted to 
Title 5, and states that with respect to 
“any administrative complaint . . . arising 
from . . . a . . . condition of employment” 
the National Guard is “considered 
the employing agency” and “the sole 
. . . respondent in any administrative 
action” and “shall promptly implement 
all aspects of any final administrative 
order.”  

In short, Chapter 71 is not the only 
applicable law.  The National Guards 
also are governed by § 10508(b).  The 

FLRA Has Statutory Authority 
to Issue Orders to 
National Guards

18
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Ohio Guard’s argument in its opening Supreme 
Court brief ignores § 10508(b).

Now, once § 10508(b) is brought to the Ohio 
Guard’s attention by AFGE’s brief—which 
almost certainly will be the case—Ohio could 
argue in reply that § 10508(b) empowers the 
FLRA to issue orders to a National Guard 
only in cases involving Title 5, not Title 32, 
Guard employees.  This argument, however, 
encounters insurmountable difficulties.

Under the analysis required by the Supreme 
Court’s decision in the Fausto case, which 
concerned the 1978 law that includes 
Chapter 71, the Court, in considering federal 
employment statutes enacted at different 
points in time, must assess the implications 
of more recent statutory enactments for 
court decisions rendered under the earlier 
legal framework and decide whether a more 
recent enactment implicitly has repealed any 
of those decisions—in order for the current 
legal framework to “make sense.”  

Here, the implications of § 10508(b) are 
obvious.  In enacting § 10508(b), Congress 
rejected Singleton and adopted Lipscomb.  
Nothing else makes sense.

19
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Here, the implications of § 10508(b) are obvious.  
In enacting § 10508(b), Congress rejected 
Singleton and adopted Lipscomb.  Nothing else 
makes sense.

This conclusion, moreover, is embraced by a 
DoD regulation, DoDI 1205.18 (June 5, 2020), 
which states that all the National Guard’s 
civilian full time support personnel, defined to 
include both Title 5 and Title 32 employees, 
are employed “in accordance with Section 
10508(b) of Title 10, U.S.C.”  This regulation 
is reasonable, and therefore entitled to the 
Court’s deference, under the Chevron decision, 
because it is consistent with the Fausto analysis 
that “makes sense” of the legal framework.    

Inside Story
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There is an additional consideration.  Under 
an FLRA decision won by ACT, Title 5 and Title 
32 Guard employees are entitled to be in the 
same bargaining unit.  Therefore, an FLRA case 
claiming the agency has violated the rights of the 
entire unit, or the union representing the unit, 
would concern the conditions of employment 
of both Title 5 and Title 32 employees.  Under 
the express terms of § 10508(b), the FLRA has 
authority to order the Guard to implement 
the rights of the Title 5 employees; and, even 
if as to the Title 32 employees Singleton is 
adopted and Lipscomb is rejected, the FLRA, 
as to the Title 32 employees, could issue an 
enforcement order to DoD, the Executive 
agency, if the union merely were to name 
DoD as a respondent in the case.  DoD, in 
turn, as the federal employer of the Title 32 
technicians, 32 U.S.C. § 709(e), then would be 
obligated, and would have authority, 5 U.S.C. 
§ 302(b), to order the Guard, DoD’s agent and 
representative, to comply with the FLRA order 
as to the Title 32 employees.  Thus, adoption 
of the Ohio Guard’s legal position would have 
no substantive consequence, and would create 
only meaningless procedural complexity, which 
makes no sense.

For all these reasons, the Supreme Court should 
reject Ohio’s statutory argument and affirm the 
decision of the Sixth Circuit, which agreed with 
Lipscomb.  Regarding the statutes, Ohio cannot 
escape § 10508(b) and its implications.  Result: 
Game Over. 
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From left to right:
John Owens – new Chapter President, Jared Stone – new Chapter VP, 
Tom McGill – retired Chapter President, Michael Rogers - DE-HR/LRS, 
Lt.Col. Maureen Mulrooney – DE Deputy HRO

Delaware Chapter Contract 
Negotiations Finished!
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Norm Smith was an employee with ACT, served on the 
Executive Board as National Secretary as well as a lifetime 

member of ACT for many years. Our thoughts and prayers are 
with his family.
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